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Message from the Chairman 

The Newsletter from Currie Star FC 

John 

 
 

we also have fantastic partnerships with 

Kingsknowe Golf Club and Boroughmuir Girls FC. 

 

As you will read later in the Newsletter, six of last 

seasons U19’s Currie Star team have ‘graduated’ 

into the pathway with HWU.  We anticipated the 

boys would move into the HWU U20’s team but 

most have progressed beyond that and playing at a 

very good standard in the East of Scotland league. 

They are continuing to develop under the watchful 

eye of Paul McGovern, who has also moved to 

HWU. Some of the boys have already attracted the 

attention of professional clubs and we will continue 

to monitor their development.  On that note, ex 

Currie Star 2001 player Callum Yeats represented 

Hibs U17’s at the recent prestigious Milk Cup 

tournament in Belfast so hopefully it wont be too 

long before we see a former Currie Star player in 

the SPL.  We wish all the boys every luck in their 

footballing careers. 

 

At the other end of the spectrum, and without doubt 

the lifeblood of Currie Star, is our partnership with P2L. 

We are now entering our 5th year of working with P2L 

and beginning to see tangible benefits of their 

coaching with the younger boys. Mike Scaife’s 2006 

boys recently played St Johnstone with our Currie Star 

boys shading the three games. The boys will also be 

pitting their wits against Hibs in the coming months 

which will be another great experience for them and 

hopefully assist their development in the longer term. 

All our players and coaches get a fantastic grounding 

with P2L in their formative years at the Club and our 

hope is they progress and develop to ensure further 

“Hello Folks 

 

The focus of this article will be 

partnerships, and particularly 

with our footballing partners, 

Play2Learn and Heriot (P2L) 

Watt University (HWU) albeit 

further personal development over the years. Well 

done Dave and Shaneo!! 

 

I know that some of our younger year groups have 

already taken their boys down to England to 

watch Premiership games recently with more trips 

planned over the next month or so. As a Club, we 

actively encourage the coaches / year group 

committee members to push for these events as 

the boys love them. It provides happy memories 

which will last a lifetime. 

 

Can I take this opportunity to thank the many 

players, parents and coaches who turned up at 

Kingsknowe recently to assist with the stone 

picking!!  The grass has since been re-seeded 

and it looks like it has taken hold....but we will wait 

with baited breath!! A sub committee was 

appointed at our AGM in August whose 

responsibility will be to look at various options for 

the development or relocation for the Club in 

future years.  Nothing stands still in modern life 

and we need to ensure Currie Star is ready for the 

challenges ahead. 

 

Finally, some of you may be aware that Hibernian 

FC won the Scottish Cup after a very long time of 

having not done so previously!!! We are being 

given the opportunity for the Cup to be brought to 

Kingsknowe on the 5th of December to allow 

players and parents the opportunity to have their 

photograph taken. I am sure half the Club will be 

there with the other half hiding ! 

 

We wish all our boys the best of luck in the 

coming months ahead and hope they continue to 

develop and enjoy their football.  The future’s 

bright … it’s Blue and White!!!” 
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2004s UPDATE 
 

In July the 2004s had a team in the Grassroots 

International Youth Football Festival. It was the first 

international football festival that Edinburgh had 

ever hosted and was a huge success. (see below)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

They are now  well underway in their first season of 

11 asides, running 2 teams - Currie Star 04 & Currie 

Star Colts 04 - with squads of 15 and 16 

respectively. Both are playing in the same league, 

SERYFA Division 2B and played out a hard fought 3 

- 3 draw in the Colts v FC derby at Malleny! The 

Colts got off to a winning start in the League against 

Arniston Rangers, and FC have recorded their first 

league win. It is a steep learning curve for the boys 

and coaches alike, but the turnout and commitment 

to 2 training sessions a week plus goalkeeping 

coaching are leading to improved performances on 

the pitch.  They are delighted to have just received 

new kit, kindly sponsored by national building 

contractor, HERON BROTHERS LIMITED.   

  

The Colts welcome new squad members, Oliver 

Livingstone, Hector MacPhail and Currie Star 

welcome Ewan McClung. Both teams are keen to 

recruit to increase numbers and strengthen the 

squads.  They have also booked flights for Gothia 

2017, taking a squad of 19, 4 coaches & 2 parents 

and they are now stepping up fundraising efforts 

with further supermarket bag packing and a Quiz 

Night on 7th October.   

2000s UPDATE 
 

Head Coach Phil Hay tells the newsletter “The 

squad has been enhanced this year with 4 new 

faces joining last season's playing group. 

Regularly we have 20+ at training which is great 

and also essential as with injuries etc we have not 

managed to put out our strongest team yet this 

season. As a result it's been an up and down start 

to the season as we find our feet in Division 2.  

 

I'm also delighted to have acquired some 

first  class coaching help from Gary Stoddart this 

season. Gary has years of experience helping 

youth development at Hearts and has very kindly 

volunteered to help me and the squad this term. 

Already I can see the benefit of his knowledge and 

I fully expect that to start paying dividends in terms 

of results once we can get everyone fit!  

 

Plans for Gothia are also taking shape with our 

flights now booked! Fundraising carries on apace 

with our next fundraiser a disco planned for 

November. We will have a fabulous selection of 

signed football memorabilia for auction on that 

night, with Hearts, Hibs, Celtic and Aberdeen 

signed tops for auction! Tickets for the doo at 

Currie Bowling Club can be purchased via myself. 

Thanks to all parents, particularly Graeme Hunter 

our newly qualified First Aider and our fundraising 

ladies, for all your fab support! C'mon the Star!“ 
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2005s UPDATE 
 

2005s finished last season with a bang or was it a 

whimper at the end of season  party at Swanston 

Golf Club  Fortunately for the dads, safety was 

improved by the absence of golf clubs. Footgolf 

was the name of the game followed by the annual 

awards. Special congratulations to Callum Lewis 

for his 5 year award achieved by playing his first 

season for the 2004s.  

  

2005 started the season welcoming new starts 

Jamie O'Gorman, Ewan Moore and Kane 

Redpath. All will be a great addition to the year 

group. Welcome aboard. 

  

This season they are continuing with 42 players 

split across 2 Maradonna squads and 2 Zidanne 

and so far they’ve seen some great performances. 

Training continues under the guidance of their very 

own Richard Lewis (chief coach and master 

technician) - if only the boys would be a little more 

attentive to his pearls of wisdom! A special 

mention to supreme mum coach and first aider 

Kathy Smith. An inspiration to any mum wanting to 

get involved in coaching.   

  

Fundraising for Gothia 2017 continues and a big 

thanks to Fiona O'Brien and all her committee for 

leading the efforts. 1 million raised so far.. 25 boys 

signed up and all very excited. 233 more sleeps! 

2002s UPDATE 
 

The 2002s welcome to some new players who 

have joined the squad for this season - Josh 

Davidson, Thomas Clark, Jack Weir, Mick 

McCraw, Jamie Phayre, Shaun Conway.  They 

started the season well with a win in their first 

match.   After a run of defeats at the end of 

last season it was great to start the season 

with 3 points.   They also had a good win 

against Armadale in the East Region Cup but 

were knocked out of the Scottish Cup by  

THE FUTURE IS GREEN! 

Ken Stewart from the 2005s has provided the 

Newsletter with an update on the ongoing 

remediation work on the pitch at our home base at 

Kingsknowe “ Thanks to all parents, players and 

relatives who turned up to help with the grand de 

stoning and reseeding of Kingsknowe recently. As 

you all probably know our well intentioned attempt to 

level the pitches with fresh topsoil backfired a little 

as the grass seed failed to germinate.  

An estimate to sort it came to a staggering £30K. 

But never fear people power was here. In a true 

demonstration of community spirit an estimated 200 

(photo below taken early in proceedings) turned up 

with hoes, forks rakes and the odd bucket of seed. 

Not only that but the subsequent rain dances 

worked as well!! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We can't promise the reseeding will work but 

whatever the outcome all concerned should be 

hugely proud of their efforts. We do have a plan B to 

re-turf but even that would be £6K and our 

parsimonious chairman would rather, if possible, 

reserve the funds for a more professional effort next 

summer.” 

Division 1 team Spartans - the boys gave a 

good account of themselves though.  Hopefully 

the squad is settled now and they can look 

forward to the new season. 
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2006s UPDATE 
 

The 2006 coaching team have given us their 

thoughts on the start of this season “After what 

seems like an incredibly short summer break, the 

season was back in full swing.  The 2006s squad 

has grown again, up to a whopping 54 players, 

making it the largest year group in Currie Star.  New 

arrivals are Kai McMillan, Callum Blair, Lennon 

Archibald, Matthew Neilson Max Neary and Lewis 

MacDonald and Max Grzonkowski.  Welcome to the 

club boys and we hope you enjoy your time here.   
 

During the pre-season training period we sent a 

team to the Musselburgh tournament.  As holders of 

the title from last season we were keen to perform 

well and the boys made it two titles in a row amidst 

some strong competition.  Well done to all who 

played (see below). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We also had the opportunity to send a team to play 

against St Johnstone's youth teams.  Currie Star 

played three games, drawing one and winning the 

other two 4-1 and 3-2.  Tough games and a great 

experience. 
  

More recently we started a series of coaching 

sessions taken by an external UEFA-licensed 

coach, Declan Fergus.  Declan has worked with 

Hearts Academy and numerous other elite squads 

in the past.  Each of our teams will receive a pair of 

sessions, and we're planning on taking his ideas 

into future training sessions.  Alongside that we're 

continuing with regular specialist goalkeeper training 

sessions.    

KINGSKNOWE GOLF CLUB UPDATE  
 

Colin Pearson from Kingsknowe Golf Club says 

“Kingsknowe Golf Club was delighted to host the 

players and parents of players from Currie Star 

FC, during April and May.  From the feedback we 

received everyone enjoyed their golf and it was 

great to see so many youngsters bring their own 

clubs and get out on the golf course to play.   

 

From Kingsknowe Golf Club’s perspective, we 

would love to continue to offer a golf experience 

next year for those that are interested in playing 

more golf.  One of the best ways to become 

involved in the junior section competitions and 

medals is to join as a Junior member and work 

towards obtaining a handicap with the Junior 

group.  This is a great time to join as well, as 

anyone joining the club in October will get a 

membership right through to 31st December 2017 

for the cost of 12 months.  All the details and 

costs are on our websitewww.kingsknowe.com or 

email clubmanager@kingsknowe.com.” 
 

Finally, to prove there is life outside football (gasp!), 

Ben Sharman (below) from our squad recently 

represented Scotland in a diving competition called 

the Celtic Cup, held against Wales and Ireland.  Ben 

won one gold and three bronze medals, helping 

Scotland win the overall title for the 5th year in a 

row.  Congratulations Ben!  One day perhaps he'll 

be as good at diving as Cristiano Ronaldo.”   
 

http://www.kingsknowe.com/
http://www.kingsknowe.com/
http://www.kingsknowe.com/
http://www.kingsknowe.com/
http://www.kingsknowe.com/
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2009s UPDATE 
 

Rob Marshall, Head Coach updates us on the start 

to the season “The 2009s have moved into the 

2nd half of our 1st season. We’ve continued to grow 

in numbers, sitting at 45, and unfortunately have 

had to cap numbers in order to smoothly manage 

and ensure the boys continue to develop. We have 

a waiting list, with 2 kids already on it.  
 

Development is something we’ve seen a massive 

increase in, with many of the kids coming on leaps 

and bounds since we began. Great coaching is 

seen to be continually carried out by Dave and his 

coaches at Play2Learn, which is invaluable for us 

to learn from and take into Sunday’s when flying 

solo. We also have done a sponsored raffle which 

enabled us to buy the boys training jerseys and 

jumpers. They now definitely look the part on 

match day and at training, so many thanks to MH 

Autos and PBS Security, who won the raffle – as 

well as Cruden Homes and Porteous Funeral 

Directors, who continue to sponsor the boys!!” 

PLAY2LEARN UPDATE 
 

Dave Upton from P2L tells us ”The P2L Saturday 

Foundation sessions are proving more popular than 

ever. P2L are proud to have 95 players at age 

groups 2010 to 2013. These young players at the 

start of their football experience enjoy fun themed 

sessions where building confidence and making 

friends is as important as your football skills.  The 

sessions are based on maximum involvement with 

increased touches of the ball.  The age groups play 

appropriate match style activities. The 2010 and 

2011 players are playing in the P2L aeroplane 

football format. The 2012/13 play in a multi ball 

match with 5 balls per pitch called 5 alive. 

 

The fun, friendliness and footy will continue 

throughout the winter. We will be based in the 

excellent facility at Edinburgh college at Sighthill. 

Times for age groups yet to be confirmed. 

 

P2L Monday Development Programme provide the 

first two years of Currie Stars pathway. The age 

groups are approaching 40-45 in each age group, 

2009 and 2008. These players train with Play2Learn 

on a Monday and represent the club every Sunday. 

 

Both the age groups are organised and supported 

very well by a large volunteer parent coach team. 

Their enthusiasm and commitment is hugely 

important to the success of the younger age groups. 

The current focus for he 2009s  is changing from 4 

aside to 5 aside football. The Play2Learn coaches 

coach in theme blocks for linked learning and 

improved understanding. The 2008s are 

transitioning from 5 aside to  7 aside. These players 

will receive an insight into positional sense, pitch 

awareness, appropriate position techniques and of 

course fun. The parent coaches will be supported 

and mentored by Play2Learn. At the turn of the 

year, the sessions will be led by the parents with a 

view to being an independent age group in March. 

We are based at George Watsons over the winter.  

 

Play2Learn the Currie Star way.” 
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HERIOT WATT 
 

Over the summer there has been some significant 

changes at Heriot Watt Football Club! Former Watt 

student and player, and last seasons under 20’s 

coach, Bejay Koya has taken over as head coach of 

the East of Scotland team, whilst continuing with his 

under 20’s role. He also enlisted the help of last 

year’s Currie Star under 19’s manager Paul 

McGovern as his assistant.  
 

The Currie Star/Heriot Watt partnership allows 

youngsters to develop through the system, providing 

a pathway from grass roots to senior football. With 

Paul McGovern making the transition, this only 

highlights the success of the partnership, showing 

that it is not only focussed on players!  

 

The partnership also led to the signing of 6 of last 

year’s Currie Star under 19s squad: Aidan Quinn, 

Cameron Ross, Jackson Barker, Greg Benson, 

Liam Hutchison and Mark McGovern. Since arriving 

at the club they have all hit the ground running, 

breaking into the EoS side. In particular, one player 

who has received high praise since his arrival has 

been Aidan Quinn playing every game at centre 

back for the first team to date! One particular game 

worth mentioning in the early part of the season was 

a 2-1 victory over Lowland League side Vale of 

Leithen, in which 4 fromer Currie Star players were 

involved. This bodes well for the future with such a 

young, developing Watt side!  

 

The Watt under 20’s side were also given a tough 

draw for only their second appearance in the 

Scottish Youth Cup with a tie against the 

professional outlet Partick Thistle. All of the ex-

Currie Star 19’s started the game, but were 

unfortunately outplayed on the night by the 

impressive Partick side.  

 

All-in-all it is clear to see that the Currie Star-Heriot 

Watt partnership is flourishing, with hopefully many 

more youngsters waiting to follow in the footsteps of 
those who have joined the club this summer! 

 
 

2007s UPDATE 

 
Carla Pagliarulo commented that “The 2007s 

have currently just launched their sticker album 

so the children are busy buying and swapping 

stickers with each other which has been great 

fun!  The sticker albums (pictured below) are 

by Words and Pictures and you get a sponsor 

to buy your stickers (the company are then 

featured in the album).  Each player and coach 

then get their picture taken and the company 

launch it on their website where you get a 

password to order the print with the album - 

once stickers are printed you are ready to sell.  

You can decide how much to charge for the 

packets - we chose 50p as there is 5 stickers in 

each pack - and you keep the money from the 

sales.  The kids have now started buying them 

and they are loving trying to get themselves in 

the packs! The swapping has started and we 

have a Facebook swap page for this only for 

the parents.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We also have our first trip planned at the end 

of the month to Sunderland to watch 

Sunderland v Arsenal followed by a stadium 

tour at Newcastle on our return home.” 
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2003s UPDATE 
 

“Congratulations to 2003s Coach Scott 

Clapperton on passing his C license” said Coach 

Dracup. “ He achieved this after 32 hours training 

which shows great commitment to the Club and 

the team - well done Scott from all the 2003s 

parents and players.  I am sure this training will 

help shape the boys throughout the season and 

beyond.  

 

However, the team has had a slow start to the 

season due to having 10 players from last 

seasons squad not re-signing with Currie Star - 

we had to regroup and start their league 

campaign with only 13 boys including a temporary 

keeper and 1 player out with a long term injury. 

This was not ideal and we began struggling in the 

higher league since their promotion from last 

season, losing 3 out of 4 games scoring 10 and 

conceding over 21 goals.  

 

I am delighted to say that after a further 4 games 

the 2003s are back up to a full squad of 18 with 

keepers Matthew and James joining, plus Max, 

Tom, Struan, Reece, Jack, Calum Mck, Callum W 

and scoring 22 goals and conceding 7. The boys 

moral is fantastic, we have a great squad to coach 

and the team is bonding,  

 

Coaches Scott and Ian are delighted with the new 

squad and their progress. 2003s have also 

registered for Gothia 2017.” 

 

 
 

 

2001s UPDATE 
 

The 2001 Colts are having a better start to the 

season compared to last year.  It’s fair to say the 

boys struggled when they started playing in 

Division 2 but now they have adjusted the pace of 

the game and are bought into the formation and 

style of play.  They welcomed 2 new players to 

the squad – Thomas Sweeney and Joseph Burns 

– who have both settled in really well.  The team 

are not losing as many gaols and are scoring 

more too.  The Colts are out of the Scottish Cup, 

losing to Tynecastle Division 1 team but are still 

in 2 other Cups. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The boys were recently pictured for the 

Edinburgh Evening News (see above) at one of 

the recent games where everyone was fit so it 

was good to get everyone included. 

 

For Currie Star 2001s It has been a difficult start 

to the season with so many players out injured. 

However, they are now getting players back to 

fitness and hoping we can get a bit of stability to 

the team.  

 

Four new players have joined this season – 

Dennis and Rhian Wallace from Spartans and 

Gavin Wells / Kieran Richmond from AC 

Oxgangs. We wish the boys all the best with their 

football at Currie Star. 
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Thanks to everyone who contributed to this edition of the Newsletter.  The Newsletter will only work 
going forward if we continue to get input from every age group.  If you have any ideas or suggestions for 
future editions of the Newsletter please contact david.muego@sky.com. Remember, it is your Newsletter!! 

Thanks, as always, must go to all our partners, sponsors, parents, coaches and supporters 
who make it all possible through their support and hard work. 

The Future’s Bright … … It’s Blue & White 

2001 COLTS FUNDRAISING 
 

Currie Star 2001 Colts are not attending Gothia 

in 2017 instead looking to take the team to 

somewhere in Europe for a short tournament 

around Easter weekend.  The Colts Fundraising 

Committee organised a Piggy Race Night at 

Currie Bowling Club.  70 parents, friends and 

family attended the event and had a great time.  

We also held a raffle and an auction on the night 

and finished it off with a disco.  Thanks from the 

coaches and boys go to Wilma, Yvonne, Paula 

and Lesley for organising the event so well and 

to Paula and Fiona for running the  Tote on the 

night. The grand sum of £1500 was raised. 
 
 

The Piggy Race Night was a great 

alternative to the normal Race Night and if 

anyone wishes to run one then please 

contact Cracklin’ Rosie’s Racing Pigs at 

www.cracklinrosie.co.uk. 
 

mailto:david.muego@sky.com
mailto:david.muego@sky.com
mailto:david.muego@sky.com
mailto:david.muego@sky.com
mailto:david.muego@sky.com

